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though relativists generally choose not to do so, in the standard Einstein theory itself we are nonetheless
still obliged to discard this Newtonian prescription for gravitational sources once mass is in fact generated
by the Higgs mechanism. However, since geodesic motion and the standard Euler hydrodynamic theory
enjoy considerable experimental support (this presumably being the reason why Newtonian sources are still
in favor), it becomes necessary to recover these features in any theory where there is in fact dynamical mass
generation. This we do in this contribution, and as we shall see, our study will expose both the level of
validity and the shortcomings of the standard Newtonian picture of sources.
To formulate the problem we consider the most general matter action for generic scalars S(x) and




































  ] (1)
where  

(x) is the fermion spin connection and h and  are dimensionless couplings constants. (In most






=12 term is absent. The conclusions we reach below are insensitive to this term, so we carry it

















































































(x)]   hS = 0: (4)
With use of Eqs. (3) and (4) one can show that T

is both covariantly conserved and covariantly traceless
as is to be expected in a conformal invariant theory, with this conformal T

possessing a structure radically
dierent from that associated with a mechanical Newtonian test particle. As we can also see, the Ricci scalar
term in the scalar eld equation of motion can serve to provide a minimum to the scalar eld potential away





at some value S
0
which we take (after a conformal transformation S(x) ! 

 1
(x)S(x) as necessary) to be
a spacetime constant. Thus curvature itself can serve to spontaneously break the conformal symmetry, to
thus enable the fermion to acquire an induced dynamical mass m = hS
0
, and to suggest that the standard
Higgs mechanism may have a geometrical basis.








































using an obvious notation. Now while it was already noted that the full T

is covariantly conserved, we









could also be shown directly from the Dirac equation of Eq. (4)). Hence, and this is the key point, while the
purely kinematic fermionic T
kin

could in principle share energy and momentum with the Higgs eld that
gives it its mass (the situation one would initially have to expect given only the conservation of the full T

),
in fact we see that it does not. Moreover, this fact is made all the more remarkable when one realizes that
2
neither of these two pieces is separately covariantly traceless, but only their sum, so that the fermion still
needs its Higgs eld to maintain the tracelessness of the overall energy-momentum tensor, even as it does
not share energy and momentum with it.
Now as far as the pure fermionic sector of the theory is concerned, we note that its relevant equations,
namely the Dirac equation of Eq. (4) with S(x) = S
0




are exactly the same as those one would have written down if one had simply started with a gravitational
source consisting of a purely kinematic fermion eld with a fundamental non-conformal invariant mechanical
mass m instead. Hence the one particle excitations of the fermion in a spontaneously broken Higgs theory
are identically the same as they would have been if the fermion simply had a mechanical bare mass; with
the associated covariant conservation of T
kin

then giving geodesic motion for such particles in an external
gravitational eld just as it does in the standard theory where T
kin

is ordinarily taken to be the entire
gravitational source. Further, an incoherent averaging over a bath of the normal mode solutions to Eq. (4)
then gives the fermion kinetic term the form of a kinematic perfect uid, viz. T
kin























, with its covariant conservation then giving
6;8
the familiar Euler
hydrostatic equilibrium equation when the fermions are the source of a weak gravitational eld. Hence we
see that both geodesic motion and perfect uid hydrodynamics still occur in theories with dynamical mass
generation, and that in and of itself, the behavior of the one-particle sector of the theory is simply a totally
inadequate guide as to the structure of the full energy-momentum tensor of gravitational theory since the
Higgs eld remarkably manages to hide itself from the motions of the one-particle excitations. The fermionic
one-particle sector of the Higgs theory thus has the same structure as the one thought to exist in the pre-
Higgs era when the standard Einstein theory was rst written down, a structure which curiously is still
thought to prevail for the entire T

in the standard theory despite the subsequent discovery of dynamical
mass generation. However, unfortunately for the standard picture, even while the one-particle motions may
in fact decouple from the Higgs elds in the energy and momentum balance, the gravitational eld itself is
still very much sensitive to these Higgs elds as gravity couples to the zero of energy and not merely to the
change in energy detectable in the one-particle sector. Since this latter Higgs energy and the attendant back




) are simply ignored in the standard Newtonian based picture





) is equal to  T


(kin) and thus just as large - neither smaller
nor larger, and certainly not 120 orders of magnitude larger, thereby enabling an underlying conformal
structure to resolve the cosmological constant problem), at the present time the entire standard treatment
of sources in the Einstein theory must be regarded as suspect; and a reader who may wish to reject the
implications of conformal invariance as far as the gravitational sector is concerned, is still not free to ignore
the back reaction of the Higgs elds on the geometry when considering the standard Einstein theory itself.
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